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Introduction:  A parametric structural investigation 

of Atmospheric Entry Vehicle (AEV) concepts for fu-
ture planetary probes and sample return vehicles was 
conducted. The AEV concept was first developed for 
the Mars Sample Return (MSR) mission as an Earth En-
try Vehicle (EEV) for delivering Martian samples back 
to the Earth’s surface [1,2]. The parametric vehicle con-
cept is however ‘multi-mission’ and is equally applica-
ble for delivering payloads and probes to other planetary 
bodies with sufficient atmospheres such as Mars, Ve-
nus, and others. The AEV concept has a simple config-
uration with an aerodynamically stable and passive 
reentry design. The vehicle is thus without a parachute 
system and relies entirely on aerodynamic drag during 
atmospheric entry to reduce vehicle velocity; if surface 
landing or sample return missions are required, an im-
pact absorbing sphere is used to protect the payload. 
During launch and reentry, depending on the mission, 
the vehicle may experience large structural loads. To en-
able rapid assessment of multiple potential vehicle con-
figurations for different missions, we created a paramet-
ric and automated structural dynamics analysis method-
ology [3]. The methodology enables rapid modification 
to all aspects of a model including: geometry, material 
properties, load and boundary conditions, mesh grids, 
and analysis controls. Analyses including quasi-static 
inertial launch loading, vibration frequency response, 
acoustic loading, and reentry dynamic pressure loading 
were conducted for preliminary study of the vehicle 
concept. Several geometry, mass, and material parame-
ters were varied from -50% to +50% of baseline values 
for the MSR mission [1].  Each vehicle configuration 
was then analyzed individually. A total of 136 analyses 
were conducted on 34 unique vehicle configurations. 

Important and sometimes unexpected vehicle response 
trends as well as quantitative stress and frequency re-
sponse data were recorded. Of the parameters investi-
gated, cone angle and vehicle diameter were found to be 
the most influential on the vehicle’s mass and structural 
response. The highest stress response observed was for 
an inertial launch analysis conducted on the -50% cone 
angle model which had 2.7x the baseline stress but only 
1.4x the baseline mass.   Key aspects of the analysis 
methodology and important discoveries about the AEV 
design and tradespace are discussed in the context of 
planetary exploration missions. 
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A selection of structural configurations investigated using the developed methodology 
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